IT@UC Research & Development will be hosting the Ohio Supercomputer Center for two workshops: Introduction to OSC; and Big Data and Analytics & Spark.

**Introduction to OSC topics include:**
- What is OSC? How can OSC help you?
- Hardware and software available at OSC
- Introduction to OSC’s web portal, OnDemand

**Big Data Analytics & Spark topics include:**
- Introduction to Hadoop and Spark using Python
- Hands on exercises using OSC clusters
- Some command line experience recommended

**Where:**
The University of Cincinnati

**Morning session:**
West Campus, Langsam 475
From 10:30 a.m. to noon

**Afternoon session:**
East Campus, MSBRCV, E602
From 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

**No Prerequisites Required**

**Delivery Method:**
Slide presentation and hands-on demonstration.

**Who Should Attend:**
New OSC clients or researchers interested in learning about OSC resources.

**What You Will Need**
Participants who bring a laptop computer will be able to connect to the supercomputers during the workshop. OSC workshop accounts will be provided.

Register today at www.osc.edu/events